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The Empowered Living Zone™ with Dr. A: You Are Meant for More!: You Got it All Wrong—The Real Purpose of Lived Experience





Host: Dr. Charleanea Arellano Ph.D.




Guest: Dr. Pat Baccili 
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The Transformation Network- Live Streaming Positive Online TV & Podcasts

Your #1 resource for solution-based content. Streaming 24/7 and On-demand
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	12:00 am PT

R

from 12:00 am(PT) on 03/18/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	01:00 am PT

R

from 10:00 am(PT) on 03/15/2024Transformation with Martine': Conquer Everything, Compromise Nothing
Fridays ~ 10am PT / 1pm ET
Martiné Emmons’ life has taken sharp twists and turns around numerous traumatic events. From an incredibly young age, Martine’ was subjected to deep emotional wounds at the hands of people who were supposed to love and protect her. You might be wondering how someone could overcome something so terrible; it’s not easy by any means, but Martiné will be the first to tell you that the most powerful healing tool is hope. This show is about finding hope for your own healing. Listen as Martinéand her inspiring guests share stories of how they conquered the choppy waters of emotional loss and trauma to move onto calm seas of confidence and live the life they’ve always wanted.Life is too short to stay buried in trauma. On Transformation with Martiné, you will discover hope in the stories of others who have conquered immense adversity; hope in the paradigm shifts that shed light on new pathways toward brighter futures, hope in the moments where you begin to connect with yourself, trust your intuition, and hear what your body is telling you it needs to move forward. Martiné brings you powerful conversations with people whose stories are a catalyst for hope -contagious hope that you may carry with you on your own healing journey







	02:00 am PT

R

from 12:00 am(PT) on 03/18/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	03:00 am PT

R

from 12:00 am(PT) on 03/18/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	04:00 am PT

R

from 11:00 am(PT) on 03/19/2024Life Engineering with Gabriela Embon: Processes that combine Science, Wisdom, & Spirituality to create a life of no regrets.: Powerful Strategy to Let Go of Regrets
Regrets are a heavy load to carry. They can keep a person sick, bitter, and frustrated. They suck the joy out of our lives. In this episode Gabriela shares a powerful strategy to clear your regrets so you can feel lighter and move forward with your life







	05:00 am PT

R

from 12:00 pm(PT) on 03/19/2024The Empowered Living Zone™ with Dr. A: You Are Meant for More!: You Got it All Wrong—The Real Purpose of Lived Experience
Guest: Dr. Pat Baccili In this episode of the Empowered Living Zone™, we discuss how we all are so focused out there in getting what we want that we lose sight of the importance of being right here, right now in creating what we desire.
 
Watch Here: https://youtu.be/R3Q7-VSiqAA
 







	06:00 am PT

R

from 12:00 am(PT) on 03/18/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	07:00 am PT

L

The Dr. Pat Show: Talk Radio to Thrive By!: Spring Forward For Safety-Sophie Shulman! Lack of Diversity in Brain Science Trials- Hevel & Lawson!
Guests: Sophie Shulman , Tish Hevel , Patroski Lawson Sophie Shulman encoures consumers to check their vehicles for safety recalls twice a year with the National Highway Taffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)  new license plate look-up feature! Vehicle Safety Recalls Week is March 4th thru March 10th.
Trish Hevel and Patroski Laswon discuss the challenges facing medical researchers today as they try to increase the understanding of brain disorders in all people. The Brain Donor Project is a non-profit organization established to increase brain donation to advance neuroscience. 







	08:00 am PT

L

The Alchemy of ME™ with Tonia: Anatomy of Humanity Through the Lens of Science and Spirituality: The Sacred Union Within: Harmonizing Your Inner Masculine and Feminine Energy to Create an Empowered Reality
Guest: Sean Padraic Join Tonia and her guest, Sean Padraic, as they uncover how vital it is to inner-stand the masculine and feminine energies operating within us in order to gain self-mastery. They discuss the detrimental effects of these energies being out of balance and how that can lead to an “internal war” between our logic and imagination. From this space we’ll discuss how to harmonize those polarities and what life can look like as we do.







	09:00 am PT

L

Divine Guidance with Patricia: Focusing on SOULutions for Your Whole BEing: Spring Equinox with Commander Iltron. Yetis, dragonflies, praying Mantas and so much more
Guest: Commander Iltrin Siston Back with us by a booming request Commander Iltron of the Astar Command has gracefully agrred to come and share the Spring Equinox Show/  For those of you who did not get to see our show with her a few weeks ago I can only say go in the archives and view it!
We will be allowing Spirit to Flow and will be tapping into Planetary UpGrades, SOlar Energetics, and so much more.   We both will share new Ambassadors that are stepping forward to be seen known and who really are ready to share with us ALL.
Not following written dogma or set guides for the everyday Spiritual Guru and student program, we will consciously channel and sahre direct divine Intel on the spot.  This show will be charged with Divine ight and will radiate love in ways that will ignite conformation of what one might have thought of as Mystical , legendary and oh that's fiction...  NOT







	10:00 am PT

L

Creating Connection with Dr. T: Navigating Being Human Together: Harmonizing Hormones & Simplifying Success with Ishbel
Guest: Ishbel Cavaleri In this episode, Dr. T is thrilled to have Ishbel, the founder of IshbelWELL, join her for a profound discussion on healing and thriving.
 
Ishbel's journey from battling chronic symptoms of PCOS to establishing a thriving nutrition and wellness company is nothing short of inspiring. With a holistic approach that intertwines gut health, functional testing, and personalized education and coaching, Ishbel has pioneered a method that not only liberated her from PCOS but has also helped countless others balance their hormones and embrace a healthier lifestyle.
 
In this episode, we'll unravel the intricate relationship between our diet, hormones, and overall well-being. We'll delve into how functional testing can unlock the mysteries of our bodies, guiding us towards nutritional choices that support our unique needs.
 
But there's more – as recovering perfectionist business owners, Ishbel and Dr. T will discuss the art of simplification. In a world that often glorifies busyness, how do we cut through the noise, prioritize our actions, and foster productivity without sacrificing our health and happiness? Join us as we explore practical strategies to get things done, move forward, and build a financially abundant, meaningful, and FUN career with ease and flow.
 
Whether you're navigating the challenges of PCOS, looking to balance your hormones, or simply seeking inspiration to simplify your path to success, this episode is for you. Let's embark on this journey of healing, understanding, and empowerment together.







	11:00 am PT

L

Keeping Up with Barbara - See it, Feel it, Taste it, and Live it! : Step Into The Ageless Zone™
Don't Let Your Age Rule You - Rule Your Age™
Very early in our lives we become aware of age as a number. Either we are being told we are too young for something, or we see our elders and what they are doing or how they are living and we start to think about ourselves at that age. We say to ourselves “When I grow up, I’m going to be this..” or “When I’m an adult, I'll never do that.” Then, as a society, we are molded into believing that at certain ages we are to fit a certain criterion, or look a certain way, or be a certain way. Well, what would life be like without age being defined as a number?







	12:00 pm PT

L

Confident AF Live with Brandon R Foster: Taking Your Mindset Next-Level : Mindset Hacks To Expand Time
Time is either going to become your best friend or your bitter enemy as a badass entrepreneur. I'd rather make time my best friend. Today, I'm going to share 7 easy ways to change that relationship -- permanently.







	01:00 pm PT

R

from 12:00 am(PT) on 03/18/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	02:00 pm PT

R

from 01:00 pm(PT) on 03/18/2024The Ecosystem Approach Show with Jason & Patricia Rohn: A revolutionary way to infinite potential!: Bucket List – should you have one??
We hear so much about bucket lists today!  Patricia and I watch a lot of travel videos and many of those creators are fulfilling travel bucket lists.  Many people set goals and search for fulfillment through the frame of a bucket list! What’s wrong with bucket lists and having goals that are aspirational? We have a unique perspective! Don’t miss this show!







	03:00 pm PT

L

InflexionPoint Podcast: Cultivating Change from the Inside Out
1st & 3rd Wednesday 3pm PT / 6pm ET
Enter a brave space to ponder solving The Cairo Question. Engage in dialogue based on the premise that dismantling racism goes beyond laws and legislation or politics or economics. It's an inside job where personal transformation and accountability impact social change in multiple dimensions: individual, interpersonal, systemic, and structural. It's a place to get comfortable with deconstructing your inner thoughts, ideas, and beliefs to examine what flows out into the world through your words, actions, and behaviors, particularly towards others who are different from yourself.







	04:00 pm PT

L

Maximum Medicine with Dr. Sharon Martin: Bridging the Mystical & Scientific for Healing: Opening to the Mysteries with Mona Sobhani.
Guest: Mona Sobhani Ph.D.First comes evidence-driven, hard-core science. Then, in creeps the mystical, the mysterious, the wonder! Join Doc Martin and Dr Mona Sobhani in a discussion of a discovery of the vaster, richer universe with deep spiritual meaning.







	05:00 pm PT

R

from 12:00 am(PT) on 03/18/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	06:00 pm PT

L

Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	07:00 pm PT

R

from 02:00 pm(PT) on 03/19/2024Conscious Creation with Dee Wallace - Loving Yourself Is the Key to Creation: Episode: #710
This show is always about the latest channeled information in subjects of creation, energy direction, collective consciousness challenges, and self-love. Call in and receive channeled guidance on how to powerfully create what you want. Discover blocks, release them, and move back into the vibration that allows you to expand and manifest. Powerful, fun and informative, this show is what you have been looking for!







	08:00 pm PT

R

from 03:00 pm(PT) on 03/19/2024Best of Transformation Talk Radio
Listen to the best of the best Encore shows from Transformation Talk Radio!







	09:00 pm PT

R

from 04:00 pm(PT) on 03/19/2024Knowledge Book Radio with Marge Ptaszek
Knowledge Book Radio with Marge Ptaszek - 4th Tuesdays 4pm pt / 7pm et
We are in a Preparation Period for, and in Transition to, the Golden Age! COME – COME - COME to learn about a cosmic technology, unknown to science, that enables Humanity to reach their inner powers in an accelerated way with minimum discomfort: the Light – Photon - Cyclone Technology of the KNOWLEDGE BOOK. Since our inception and throughout our billion-century evolution history, Humanity has been guided towards Consciousness, Awareness, Consciousness of a Single God, and now, Universal Consciousness, Unity, and Knowledge of the Truth. At each stage of our development, we have been gifted with Knowledge and guidance in line with our level of evolution, comprehension, and understanding. Although we are Incarnated completely ready to fulfill our Covenant, we live in the Dimension of Veiled Consciousness where the Covenant we had made with the Divine is either forgotten or deeply buried in our subconscious. Our mission is to Awake, to fulfill our Covenant, and to realize our True Selves: and this is exactly why The Knowledge Book has been bestowed to Humanity. By following the path designed, we will be able to Unify and fly hand- in -hand as Genuine Humans, as Brothers and Sisters that embrace ALL in Love, Peace, and Harmony, thereby to easily enter the Golden Age and to continue onto the Path of Light."We mail, free of charge, three chapters from the Knowledge Book for people to experience the Light-Photon-Cyclone Technique. Please email your postal address to [email protected] and we'll mail the chapters out as quickly as possible"







	10:00 pm PT

R

from 05:00 pm(PT) on 03/19/2024Know Your Crazy with Susan Denee: Emotional Recovery in the Raw
 
Everyone has their unique form of crazy. It could manifest from minor frustration at the grocery store while waiting for the checker to hush up so you can get home after working 10 hours, to allowing the dreadful feeling of overwhelming responsibilities shut down any daily joy we might have. The practices shared in Know Your Crazy work. Join Susan Denee on a journey to understanding the crazy that lives within all of us and how to use it to your advantage. Susan Denee wants to live in a world where most people are willing to look inside themselves to solve their most challenging problems and share their insights with others. In this show, Susan delivers engaging and actionable tools to own your crazy, appreciate your crazy, and turn that into your own personal superpower. Understanding the power of our emotions is necessary for us to level up in our lives. Whether you are overcoming addiction, trying to rise to the next level of your career, or figuring out your family dynamics, Susan Denee has you covered. Your personal growth spurts can and will happen over time if you are willing to do the work. Walk away from this show feeling the greatness of you! Allow Susan to help you remember how truly inspiring and awesome you truly are. Enjoy the journey, you are worth it!







	11:00 pm PT

R

from 11:00 am(PT) on 03/14/2024The Dr. Pat Show: Talk Radio to Thrive By!
Watch The Latest Episode Here
Dr. Pat Baccili is an internationally recognized expert in the human potential field who makes a positive difference helping others realize their dreams. To Pat, there is no such thing as failure. There are simply people, places and things that are placed in our paths to help us understand our true nature and what we are meant to do in this lifetime.
The Dr. Pat Show brings together some of the planet's most preeminent and visionary change makers: best-selling authors, motivational speakers, leading-edge scientists and futurists, environmentalists and educators, world-renowned spiritual leaders, inventors, filmmakers, artists, mystics, and healers that are stimulating and supporting individual and collective growth, positive cultural shifts, and making a meaningful difference in the world.
The Dr. Pat Show is an innovative broadcasting show and internet community tailored for an empowered, active, and diverse radio and online listening audience. Its progressive format is targeted at an expanding market of online listeners wanting more meaning, inspiration, and authenticity in their daily media and entertainment choices.
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Live Show Giveaways! Call in or Message to Win!
	
Harmonizing Hormones & Simplifying Success with Ishbel
Befriending the Body Bundle. A free workbook and guided meditation. https://drtheresa.myflodesk.com/befriendthebody





	
Harmonizing Hormones & Simplifying Success with Ishbel
Are you feeling stressed and overwhelmed? Use this guided meditation to bring more ease and spaciousness to your day.
Use daily or as needed to reduce stress and increase relaxation. https://drtheresa.myflodesk.com/guidedmeditation





	
Connecting with our loved ones on the other side of the veil with special guest- David Buck

Pam- https://calendly.com/pambright/free15




	
Spiritual and Emotional Spring Cleaning
Call 1-800-930-2819 for your Free Reading LIVE Thursdays at 4pm PT/ 7pm ET 




	
114: The Two Ways to Win: Fundamentals and Evidence
ishift.life: Get the Fundamentals Right





	
114: The Two Ways to Win: Fundamentals and Evidence

No One Is Coming To Save You: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0CQRHLRB3




	
From Trials to Triumphs
 [email protected]





	
Stories That Inspire Hope with Kornelia Stephanie and Friends
 Tanya Paynter
Comprehensive Migraine Lab Guide
My mini e-book “Comprehensive Migraine Lab Guide”. Inside, they will learn:
What labs are essential for understanding underlying imbalances that may be contributing to your migraines
How to get these labs ordered, even with an un-cooperative ...




	
Love Knows No Boundaries
Free Coaching Session https://calendly.com/sunglowtransformation/complimentary-session




	
Addiction & Marriage
1 Free Consultation Session
Instructions: Go to awaken2wellnessandrestoration.com go to my contact page and submit a contact form. In the message box type FREE CONSULTATION. We have 3 free consults to give away.





	
Ways of Being with Peter Coyote
LIVE SHOW and taking callers 1-800-930-2819





	
Messages from the Other Side with Nancy Shobe
FREE READINGS FROM A SPIRITUAL MEDIUM!
Call in LIVE 1-800-930-2819








 










Check out our newest shows!

Our hosts are leaders in the fields of human potential. Browse live shows & podcasts featuring topics on life, love, health, wellbeing, spirituality, conscious business, personal development, and more! As Dr. Pat says "we talk about everything from sex to spirituality with an energy that honors the dignity of the human spirit".







	




	




	




	




	




	




	




	




	







 






Browse Podcasts By Category


	Animals
	Business & Finance
	Lifestyle
	Health
	Family
	Men
	Metaphysical
	Science
	Spirituality
	Self-Help
	Women








	
Recovery Recharged with Ellen Stewart: Pushy Broad From The Bronx®




	
The Coach Peggy Show - All Things Wellness™ with Peggy Willms




	
Maximum Medicine with Dr. Sharon Martin: Bridging the Mystical & Scientific for Healing




	
Get Big Out Loud with Kari: Living the Complex, Funny, & Beautiful Ride of Life




	
The Psychic and The Doc with Mark Anthony and Dr. Pat Baccili




	
Forging A Life Podcast 




	
Divine Guidance with Patricia: Focusing on SOULutions for Your Whole BEing




	
Here’s To Your Health with Joshua Lane




	
The Empower Me Show with Pam Bright: A Spiritual Toolbox for Your Life




	
Transformation with Martine': Conquer Everything, Compromise Nothing




	
Damayanti: For Your Soul with Sarah Mane




	
The Spiritual Freedom Show with Richard Lawrence




	
Forging A Life with Coach Christine Clark: Igniting Full Circle Success




	
The Dr. Diane Show: Revolutionary Expansion of Mind, Body, and Soul




	
Shifting Impressions: Conversations with The Realm of Beings to Create a New You




	
InflexionPoint Podcast: Cultivating Change from the Inside Out




	
The Becoming You Show with Leah Roling: Inspire, Influence, & Impact Your Life




	
Know Your Crazy with Susan Denee: Emotional Recovery in the Raw




	
Keeping Up with Barbara - See it, Feel it, Taste it, and Live it! 




	
PURE Intuitive Talk with Trish Smith: The Energy of Powerful, Unlimited, Resilient, Essence




	
Café of Delights: Conversations that Enlighten and Inspire with Gale West




	
Confident AF Live with Brandon R Foster: Taking Your Mindset Next-Level 




	
Life Engineering with Gabriela Embon: Processes that combine Science, Wisdom, & Spirituality to create a life of no regrets.




	
Living a Life by Design with Esther Graham: It's the Journey Back to You and Living 365 Days of Purpose




	
The Crystal Coach Show with Anahata: Clarity, Guidance, & Practical Wisdom




	
The Power of Your Voice with Mike Murphy™




	
Knowledge Book Radio with Marge Ptaszek




	
The High Vibe Show with Elisa V: Livin' the High Vibe Life!




	
Peaceful Wellness with Deb




	
Find Your Fabulous with Dr. Diane: It's Time to Ignite Your Full Power




	
Creating Connection with Dr. T: Navigating Being Human Together




	
The Empowered Living Zone™ with Dr. A: You Are Meant for More!




	
Living Marvelously with Laurie Jonas: Unleashing the Marvelous Potential in Every Woman!




	
The Flourish Frequency with Beth Larsen: Activate Your Energy ~ Amplify Your Life




	
The Alchemy of ME™ with Tonia: Anatomy of Humanity Through the Lens of Science and Spirituality




	
The Gratitude to Bliss™ Show with Lorraine Miller: The place to be to get your Vitamin G!




	
The Intuitive Coaching Show with Ruth Wilson: Easy Steps to Create A Life You Love




	
Single and Forty with Jennifer Hazzard: A Show on Love, Life, and Everywhere In Between




	
Leading By Example with Dr. Von: Upholding Standards without Compromise




	
Awaken To Wellness™ with Angie: The Bridge From Addiction To Restoration™




	
The Dawn of Intuition with Jadi Dawn Kindred: Awaken to a new way of being




	
The Zen Mind Show with Michelle: Rapid Zen Transformation




	
Practical Dream Wisdom with Debra Arlyn: Grounded in Harmony ~ Growing Through Healing




	
Living the Paradox™ with Janet Therese: One within Oneness™




	
Truth, Wellness and Psychic Adventures with Polly and Kristin: Unedited, unfiltered, unbiased talks




	
Musings & Modalities with Tristen Stawicki: Your Pragmatic Shaman Bestie




	
Conscious Cosmic Vibration with Rev. Dr. Kimmie: Unlocking Your Inner Universe




	
Elevated Resonance with Daniel Rutschmann: Celebrate a Life Worth Living




	
Maybe I Can! Exploring Possibilities, One Sprinkle at a Time with Debbie Weiss




	
The Leader's Pause with Hal Runkel







 










Positivity Rules! 

Check Out What Our Hosts Have to Offer YOU!  












	

The Leadership Coach Hal Runkel - Book A Conversation
Ready to be heard, challenged, and championed like never before?
Book a conversation with Hal Runkel.




	

Janet Therese ~ Intuitive Coach
Intuitive Coaching to help you live AS your True Self....and watch old patterns fall away!
Book a FREE Consultation Now!




	

Forging A Life with Coach Christine Clark - Book A Complimentary Conversation!
Entrepreneurs are the most courageous people I know.
If you have a side hustle, are in direct sales or network marketing, hold the title of agent, consultant, owner, are self employed in any capacity you are extraordinary. You deal with all the usual things the universe can give us in life, pl...




	

Awaken to Wellness and Restoration with Angela Taylor
Welcome and Congratulations on taking your first step to a new life of wellness, restoration, purpose and hope!




	

Elevated Resonance with Daniel Rutschmann
Passionate about guiding organizations and individuals to make meaningful and sustainable changes, Daniel leverages the neuroscience concepts of change and the science of resilience to develop effective strategies for managing stress and change. Through a thought-provoking and creative process, h...




	

Immersive Spiritual Retreat to Sedona with Polly Wirum & Kristin DiMiceli
Embark on a Journey of Transformation: High Vibrational Retreat in the Enchanting Landscape of Sedona.
Join this community of kindred spirits in Sedona, where magic, coupled with Polly Wirum’s wisdom and exceptional presenters, creates an environment for spiritual exploration and growth. Embr...




	

Zen Mind with Michelle Carbone - Coaching and Hypnotherapy




	

Entero Solutions with Dr. Givonna Baker
Entero Solutions is a woman and service-disabled veteran-owned professional consulting and solutions company founded upon a dedication to providing holistically complete, remarkably distinguished, preeminent quality solutions to all levels of government and the private sector.
We strive to rem...




	

Free Ebook: 7 Ways to Unlock Practical Dream Wisdom by Debra Arlyn




	

Polly Wirum - Psychic, Spiritual Coach & Writer
Polly Wirum is a psychic, spiritual coach and writer. She is also a self-proclaimed lazy girl. She helps others discover their truth as they let go of old habits, fears and beliefs that keep them stuck. 




	

Jadi Kindred - 8 Day Reconnect to Your Intuition Lakeside Retreat
What Makes This Retreat Special?
I had been a burnt-out and anxious entrepreneur living a life out of balance for many years.
Now, I have found joy, passion, and vitality in slowing down and reconnecting to my inner self and nature.
Within a couple of days, your creativity will flourish, a...




	

Kristin DiMiceli - Reiki Practitioner, Pilates Instructor, Mindvalley Life Coach
Connect your physical fitness, spiritual practices and life goals with purpose and focus. 




	

Ruth Wilson - Intuitive Coaching and Hypnotherapy
Are you ready to Create a Life you love?
THEN IT’S TIME TO
Connect with your inner Wisdom
Ruth's online coaching sessions are designed to help you discover and use your intuitive magic to take your life to the next level.
Schedule your FREE consultation NOW!





	

Jennifer Hazzard - Human Connection Specialist, Life Coach, Dating Coach, Sexpert
Jennifer Hazzard is a professional life coach and strategist who works with individuals and groups to help them maximize their strengths and reach their full potential. Jennifer leads a variety of coaching and NLP (neuro-linguistic programming) workshops where she provides tools to increase confi...




	

Go Beyond Thriving ~ Flourish with Beth Larsen
From Hard Hustler to Flourishing Flow-er! Choose your journey with Beth Larsen. 




	

Life Strategy Coaching with Elisa V
Schedule a FREE Strategy Call ~ Elisa V's Divorce and Life Transition Coaching Programs are designed to provide the knowledge, support, and necessary tools for embracing a High V.I.B.E.™ Mindset to foster a blueprint for Hitting The Restart Button and creating the life you want now. 




	

The Empowered Living Coaching with Dr. A 
Click to Book Your FREE Discovery Call Now!




	

Start Living the Marvelous Life You Desire - Laurie Jonas Spiritual Coach
The transition into midlife can be daunting, especially for women. As we reach this new phase of life, our lives become less demanding. The kids move out. We retire. Life slows down. There is more time for YOU. The life you dream of – and deserve! – is well within reach. Become the radiant, empow...




	

Full Power Women with Dr. Diane Garrison - Schedule Your Free Call!
Schedule your free call now!




	

Rev. Dr. Kimmie - Spiritual Life Coach and Humanist Minister
As an Ordained Minister since 2003, I am committed to guiding people to connect with their Inner Deity and live a spiritually fulfilling life. As a Spiritual Life Coach and Mindfulness Life Coach, I help my clients find the path to a more meaningful and purposeful life. My Metaphysical background...







 

	

Amazon Best-Seller - Maximize Your Healing Power - Dr. Sharon Martin
Order Today and Dr. Sharon Martin will send you a bundle of FREE gifts. “Finally – A NEW, Innovative, 21st Century, Ground-breaking Book that Actually has Healing Power” – Dr. Pat Baccili




	

Wearable Mantras in Sacred Sanskrit - Damayanti Store with Sarah Mane
Enter a magic world of tranquillity and peace. Step through a doorway where we all come together as one. Shop for your soul.




	

Leah Roling - Entrepreneur Coach - Business & Personal
NLP Practitioner & Advanced masters • Hypnosis practitioner & advanced masters • Quantum coach • Life Coach • Health Coach • Spiritual Coach • Conscious Coach • Meditative Conditioning • CBT
If you are tired of being stuck and in search of somethin...




	

Gretta's House - enhancing your spiritual empowerment
A metaphysical venue discussing "Existence" and finding your Oneness.




	

The Place to SOAR with Anita Russell - Life is a journey, make it intentional
Creating a brave space for conversations about personal transformation, racism, and cultivating change. DISRUPT limiting beliefs, EMPOWER deep self-knowledge, and CHALLENGE assumptions. MASTER your “becoming” space. The desired outcome? Barriers are broken. Potential is unveiled. Livi...




	

Seed A Better Life - President Mavis Bauman
In a world full of need, we still believe that one small act of giving, of loving can change a life.
We coordinate with local talent to support a Rwandan community of young people who survived or were directly affected by the 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi. Please Donate Now!




	

OMA Pittsburgh - Holistic Education - Gail Hunter
OMA's vision is based on a commitment to provide a holistic approach for the wellness of self, family and community. OMA will integrate a variety of healing and therapeutic modalities in the areas of wellness, fitness, health, therapeutic, and educational programs. The Center and future Retreat C...




	

21 day positivity self challenge - no negative self talk with Kornelia Stephanie - Self Paced
KORNELIA STEPHANIE INVITES YOU TO THIS LIFE-CHANGING 21-DAY CHALLENGE TO SHIFT YOUR MINDSET!
This is a self-paced program, you choose when to start! Have negative thoughts? Being unkind... or judging yourself? Can you change this? Absolutely! Studies reveal that the quality of your life is in di...







 














 











Positivity Rules with Our Hosts and Co-Hosts
	
Erica Gifford Mills




	
Mike Murphy




	
Dr. Louise Stanger




	
Dr. Sharon Martin MD




	
Peggy Willms




	
Julia Griffin




	
Ellen Stewart




	
Kari Knutson M.A.




	
Susan Denee




	
Christine Clark




	
Mark Anthony




	
Martine Emmons




	
Pam Bright




	
Richard Lawrence




	
Anita Russell M.Ed




	
Leigh Stima




	
Gretta Chamberlain




	
Leah Roling




	
Trish Smith




	
Marge Ptaszek




	
Dr. Charleanea Arellano Ph.D.




	
Barbara Scheidegger CHt




	
Anahata Roach




	
Sarah Mane




	
Brandon R Foster




	
Dr. Esther Graham




	
Gabriela Embon BSc




	
Gale West M.A.




	
Dr. Theresa B. Skaar Ph.D.




	
Carol Colatrella




	
Beth Larsen




	
Dr. Diane Garrison Ph.D.




	
Dr. Givonna Baker




	
Laurie Jonas




	
Dr. Kimmie Van Duijkeren MSc




	
Tonia Johnson




	
Michelle Carbone CCHt




	
Jennifer Hazzard
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Our Ideal Host
You have a desire in your heart and soul to share the knowledge, wisdom, and tools you've gained throughout your life because you want to be in service to a better world.You believe in yourself and your message, even if you may need some guidance on how to deliver it.

 

You are willing to show up for yourself, for your message, and for the world. You are open to having an incredible transformation personally and professionally and are open to how that can unfold in unexpected ways. You are not afraid to put in the work and the effort it takes to develop a powerful media presence. You are willing to trust our process and work hand-in-hand with our team.












Enrolling New Hosts Now!

Live Streaming Radio – Online TV – Podcasts & Conscious Marketing
Do you have a message to share with the world?   




Your Voice has Power. Join Our Media Family!

"What would you do if you knew you could not fail?  The possibilities are endless."~ Dr. Pat





























 












 















More Podcast Categories


	Business
	Green Living
	Prosperity
	Human Potential
	Meditation
	Marketing
	Parenting
	Self-Help















Connect with Us!

	 
	 
	 
	 






Additional Resources

	The Transformation Network
	Our Distribution
	Meet Our Sponsors
	Subscribe on YouTube
	Android App
	IOS App
	Contact Us








Exclusive Offers & Updates




Our Mission

To inspire, educate, and transform the world through powerful programming, providing solutions and options for living a positive and transformative lifestyle.

 

Roadmap

We achieve this by providing programming presented by world renowned experts. Each show contains core wisdom and specifics in areas of Mind, Body and Spirit that are needed to improve every facet of a modern individual’s life.
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